-5 A between transitional ions. Mn carries a moment but Fe and Co do not, just as in the corresponding dilute solid solutions in Zn. Below 20 O K Zn13Mn orders and is weakly ferromagnetic ; a strong e.p.r. signal is observable and the g-factor increases from 2.0 at 200 O K to 3.0 below 4 OK. There is strong temperature-dependence of the resistivities of Znl ,Fe and Znl SCO at low temperatures, indicative of electron-electron scattering. The dilute transitional impurity dissolved in a free-dent (Fig. 1) ; the i-Fe samples show considerable variaelectron-like solvent, and the pure transition metal bility, but are distinctly more paramagnetic than itself, represent two limiting cases in the theory of S-Co, whose susceptibility is about equal to that of magnetism. An intermediate situation which, by pure Zn (-0.1 x loe6 emu/g). combining the localized nature of the former problem
The room temperature resistivities of these comwith the periodicity of the latter, should prove ame-pounds are high : about 90, 30 and 20 pQcm for nable to understanding, is provided by the ordered [-Mn, [-Fe and [-Co respectively, but our samples C-phase compounds Zn,,X, where X can be Mn, had quite good resistance ratios, generally between Fe or Co. Brown [I] has shown that in these materials 10 and 30. Their resistivities are strongly temperaturethe transition ions are well-separated (--5 h;) and dependent at low temperatures (Fig. 4) ; that of each is surrounded by a slightly distorted sphere of [-Mn is very exactly proportional to T~~~, but with zinc atoms. some additional term near the magnetic transition. The high temperature susceptibility of i-Mn fits The temperature dependence of 5-Fe and 5-Co is a Curie-Weiss law ( Fig. 1) with p,, = 1.82 p,, between TZ and T~. The magnetoresistance of S-Mn 8 = 36 OK and X, = 0.53 x lod6 emu/g. It orders is large and negative, and peaks at a temperature ferromagnetically at about 20 OK (deduced from a close to that of the magnetic transition (Fig. 2) . plot of HIM versus M~ 121) with a saturation moment Erratum : The symbols for Co alloys and the symbols for Fe alloys have been inadvertently interchanged in the figure. (Fig. 2) . Our e. p. r. experiments (at X-band on powder samples) show a strong signal below 200 OK, with g = 2.0 down to 150 OK, and an increasing positive g-shift at lower tempera--btures (Fig. 3) ; no correction for demagnetizing fields has been made, for at most it would account for 20 % 0 of the observed shift. The susceptibilities of i-Fe and I-Co are small and almost temperature-indepen-
Our contention that in the compound tbe magnetic state of each ion is determined by the local environment is supported by the close correlation of magnetic properties with the corresponding dilute solution in zinc : in solution Mn, Fe and Co are respectively magnetic, on the borderline, and nonmagnetic 131; even the irreproducibility of S-Fe is mirrored by tbe sensitivity of the dilute solution to sample treatment If these materials were not ordered the resistivity would be large at all temperatures, about 110, 105 and 50 pRcm respectively [5] ; at T = 0 tke resistivity of a perfectly ordered sample vanishes because, to think in virtual bound state terms, the strong scattering at each transitional ion is repeated from unit cell to unit cell and is therefore non-dissipative. The T312 behaviour of 5-Mn no doubt represents scattering by spin excitations ; the temperature-dependence of the resistivityof 5-Fe and 5-Co is too large and too slow to be a phonon term, and it is more likely that it corresponds to the onset of incoherent scattering : at finite temperatures the occupancy of the v. b. s. fluctuates, consequently the scattering phase shift is no longer quite the same in every unit cell, and a finite resistivity appears. This description is essentially equivalent to that of electron-electron scattering in a pure transition metal, but in a situation in which it would be inappropriate to speak of a d band.
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